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In pursuit of the relationship between light and painterly usages, this 
dissertation has sought to secure the candidate's interpretative concepts 
concerning each l f the two component parts to be related.
Together, the premise of light as an imaginative construct (origi­
nating in the partialit • o* her world-view) and the premise of the 
painterly impulse (germar.e t her or ive identity) i n duced distinctive 
attitudes towards the processing of pa •. ,v mearr of which : relation­
ship between light and painterly usages could be rr y r- . ~d.
The condition of relation between light and painterly usages was 
founded on the affinity, intuitively divined by the candidate, between 
her apprehension of the effects of physical light on matter and her 
sensibility towards the manipu.ation of paint as both colour and sub­
stance. From this intuitive beginning, conceptual congruity between 
light and painterly usages came to be centred or the protean principle 
of changeableness and alterability. This principle functioned as a 
basis for both the practical and the theoretical research programme.
During the course of investigation, the concepts ’painterly’ and 
'light' underwent major shifts and enlargements in meaning. In time, 
the predominant dire began to move, in response to the title, to­
wards redefinitions it. ,ne candidate's mind of th'jse t o m s .
In the exposition that follows, Chapter One enunciates cifferences 
in meaning implicit in the term 'painterly’, and Chapter Two unravels 
aspects of light and colour.
The candidate's approach to the painterly concept straddles the 
formal principles pertaining to the painterly style, as advanced by 
Heinrich Wolfflin and Clement Greenberg, and the creative core of a sen­
sibility towards painterly procedures as understood by the painter.
The concerns attached to each meaning have been referred to as catego- 
rial and non-categorial painterly concerns, respectively.
Intent on transposing an attitude towards light and its effects 
from the natural to the pictorial context, the candidate's gathering 
of a qualify of luminesccnce, through modulations of hue and fluctua­
tions .11 coloured appearances, is seen to represent a particular con­
dition of 'light' in painting. Such a condition is central to the 
textural, as opposed to unbridled, colour appearance' evident in the 
candidate's paintings.
While visually synthesised in the body of paintings executed for 
the purposes of this study, the function of the text is to determine 
verbally that from the extensive scope of the two central areas of re­
search, special issues were extracted and k particularised relation­
ship betveen light and painterly usages was reached.
When read in conjunction with the illustrations in Volume 2, Chap­
ter Three is concerned with intrinsic pictorial aspects effecting this 
relationship.
The concerns attached to each meaning have been referred to as catego- 
rial and non-categorial painterly concerns, respectively.
Intent on transposing an attitude towards light and its effects 
from the natural to the pictorial context, the candidate’s gathering 
of a quality of luminescence, through modulations of hue and fluctua­
tions in coloured appearances, is seen to represent a particular con­
dition of 'light' in painting. Such a condition is central to the 
textural, as opposed to unbridled, colour appearances evident in the 
candidate’s paintings.
While visually synthesised in the body of paintings executed for 
the purposes of this study, the function of the text is to determine 
verbally that from the extensive scope of the two central areas of re­
search, special issues were extracted and a particularised relation­
ship between light and painterly usages was reached.
When read in conjunction with the illustrations in Volume 2, Chap­
ter Three is concerned with intrinsic pictorial aspects effecting .ais 
relationship.
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1... the real existence of any matter becomes of 
secondary importance, and the chief thing is what 
happens to it'.
(Wo 1ff1 in, Principles)
'The notion of uniformly persisriag ground colours 
is shaken, the appearance oscillate, in the most 
manifold tones ... colour lies only as a gleam, 
hovering and in endless movement'.
(Wolfflin, Principles)
'Die Farbcn sind Taten und Leiden des Lichts'.
(Colours re the actions and sufferings of light).
(Goethe, Farben1ehre )
Vivid in their visuality, these three axioms concerning light and 
matter, colour, and the painterly mode of avc been singled out
as those satisfactorily capturing the candidate's imaginative attitude 
towards effecting the relationship between light and painterly usages.
This attitude informed the creative aspect of the research p rogramme, 
that is, the body of pair g s , and directed the orientation of the 
theoretical research.
From the painter's viewpoint, while theorising may ar-sist in 
clarifying creative motivation, such theorising can only provide access
to the resultant paintings, and cannot define the w ks themselves.
Although particular painterly usages were applied I he express purposes
of engendering light in painting, the paintings ar out many things
besides. It must be appreciated that such is the . \ of the psychically
motivated painterly painting process, that the p. extend beyond
rational qualification and exist as moot objects, , eularised universes, 
with which * viewer must contend.
viii
J_NTKd'JliC. ION
' Ln it Lon revolves around a small body 01 w o r k s , during
h, cert i i n question came to t he fore. Th< • 
qut’st i.ons ’oncernod the nature and possibilities of the painterly 
concept. One of these possibilities was the potential of painterly 
usages to support, in part at least, a condition of pi torial light.
From painting her paintings came the candidate's insight into the 
painterly concept, and from manipulation of her own painterly usages 
came the quality of coloured luminescence.
Although the painterly concept is traditionally associated with 
notions of light in painting, this association will not be the focus 
of attention for the study that follows. Rather, from her own pictorial 
investigations, and personally-found configurations of textural colour, 
the candidate v. i 1 1 attempt what she considers to be necessary reconsid­
erations of the concepts 'painterly' and 'light.' for the painting 
disci piine.
While elaborating on those questions first raised during the course 
of the practical programme, the study that follows will tend towards a 
critical essay on the far-reaching consequences of the p-’interly premise 
and the conceptual viability of attending to light in painting. 
Importantly howevei, being written from a painter's viewpoint, the study 
will offer a particular orientation to theoretical matters concerning 
the two central concepts. From research into the surrounding theoreti­
cal data of these concepts, arguments will be presented to show how and 
why only certain aspects of 'painterly' and 'light' were extracted by 
the candidate.
I iiAr Liif ji'I,
' PAINTERLY ' ; \ jw .... . j /-7
1 . i Categorif Ii itical Conte
Th< h i i t . h .1 geues lofcy >1 the p ’interly mode from the baroque to 
Ab«ti a ,t i'lxpn-sf. i.onidui wr 11 not be plotted in this dissertation.
However, b\ .manH vi the example:; of H. inrich Wolfflin^ and Clement 
Gr-~.r.bt\: , ' i n will b«- nad( between the old and new models
foi both theoreticians refers 
CO L til- . f HciC ■ • ! ». t . :hi painterly style as determined by the
■ nu.'-tI ritiques. Attributed to a particu- 
, si icteristics have been designated of a
c.u.cg;oi:ii ' i :;t • >:t of this dissertation.
I. I I. t.« rly concept is accredited to Heinrich
* . perative in his influential yet controver-
s a ■ I 1 : Kuns tgesc'nicht 1 iche Grundbegriffe : das
Ln der neueren Kunst (Principles of Art
3
i)eve lopment of Style in Later A r t ) . By 
ten for iscertaining differing styles, and for 
i • Lj in' -n ; tyle, Wolfflin contrasted those pictorial
appt ' I rid considered intrinsic to the painterly style
'» . • i i ppropriate to the opposite pictorial tendency,
t ! t:v! . Founded on the conviction o' two distinctive crea-
tivt , : ode I vision, themselves referred to .'s the linear
t! , W ltflin, through his system, maintained that the 
: litf ling pictorial appearances attested to their 
■ nt f either the linear or the painterly mode of vision.
W : • nI i the existence of the painterly style by uti-
ol di script iv< polarities as the basis for a formal
critiq.' , :: 1.: 1 i n* ir and painterly, planar sp irr> and recessional
2space; closed form and op< rm; multiplicity unity; abs< lute
A
clarity and relative clarity. The differing pictorial app< 
thus determined were attributed to their being generated by m e  
two modes of vision, to result in either the linear, or the painterly 
style, respectively. Only through confidence in the linear mode of 
vision as propitious for the painting disciplire did Wolfflin tap th> 
assertive presence of an alternative pictovial presentation. Whilt 
the devised mechanism for formal analysis made an alternative reati ■ 
concept accessible, the painterly style was established inductively by 
Wolfflin, and was considered to deviate from the classical norm of the 
ultimate pictorial presentation attaining lucid balance and h a r m o n v .
It must, at this stage, be emphasised that Wolfflin's system we
indeed orientated towards categorising pictorial appearances derived
from two distinctive modes of vision, but, types of pictorial appeara -
ces were scrutinised with i view to their efficacy as representations.
Wolfflin stated, under his general observations concerning the linear
and painterly concepts:
They are two conceptions of the world, differently orientated 
in taste and in their interest in the world, and yet each capable 
of giving a perfect, picture of visible things.
The painterly mode of vision was defined as, 'the apprehension of the
world a< a shifting semblance ’ 3^ and thus distinct from, 'the percent i n
of individual objects as solid, tangible bodies'.^
The immediate appearances, as opposed to the tactile data of 
objects are registered when Nature is viewed in accordant wit! tl 
painterly mode of vision. Zffectively, three-dimensional itv i u<- i- 
tralised and objects are converted from volumetric hndic that h 1 1  
visual attention, to surfaces that continually intercept vision. I r 
Wolfflin, this urge towards optical-* t y , or moving over air; act rather 
than around each object, marked the end of the prin
functioned as the motivation for the painterly representation of Nature.
The findings of Wolfflin's formal categories may be tabulated in 
the following way.
Table 1 Wolfflin's Analytical Svstem and Pictorial Principles
PAINTERLY LINEAR
TWO OPPOSING MODES OF VISION
OPTICAL: 
INTELLIGIBLE TO SIGHT
T A CTILE: 
INTELLIGIBLE TO TOUCH
RECESSIONAL SPACE
Diagonal thrust and the pictorial 
unification of forms 
Connective: merging of figure- 
ground relations, integration
Ambivalent illusion of space and 
depth
PLANAR oi’ACE
Perspectival constructs and the 
planar extension of forms 
Sep, ;ative; articulation of 
figure-ground relations, progres­
sion
Coherent illusion of space and 
depth
OPEN FORM
Relaxed definition of edge as 
outline
Coalescence of forms not fixed 
in extent
CLOSED FORM
Fixed definition of edge as 
outline
Discrete forms with contours
ORGANISATIONAL PRINCIPLE: ORGANISATIONAL PRINCIPLE:
UNITY
Non-hierarchical distribution of 
parts to whole, homogeneity 
Compliance with compositional 
forces to determine total image
MULTIPLICITY
Hierarchical ordering of parts to 
whole, congruity 
Compliance with established 
spatial system to determine 
proportioned images
RESULTANT VISUAL EFFECT: RESULTANT VISUAL EFFECT:
RELATIVE CLARITY ABSOLUTE CLARITY












If an advanced type of art dissolves the line and replaces it by 
the restless mass, that happens not only in the interests of a 
new verisimilitude, but in the interests of a new beauty too.^
The following points emerge from brief elaboration of Wolfflin's
9
painterly principles for the rendering of 'non-plastic qualities' 
central to the painterly mode of vision. A dramatisation of the con­
tinuity of space by the positioning of forms on the diagonal, elimina­
ting a succession of well-defined planes, was referred to as 'recessional 
space'. The resultant spatial reading was said to correspond to the 
ambivalence experienced in the painterly mode of vision in that, 'the 
eye relates objects essentially in the direction of forwards and back­
wards','^ as opposed to 'seeing by volumes'.*' 'Loose form',*~ or the 
de-emphasis of the boundaries of singl forms, and the relaxation of a 
compact compositional arrangement, results in 'open form'. By main­
taining pictorial continuity and visual cohesion, integrating factors
such as a pervasive rhythm, texture, or accents of light and dark,
13
could effect 'a union of parts in a single theme' or 'unity'. Such
overall fusion or 'unified unity ' * 4 was distinct from the 'harmony of
free parts'*'’ or 'multiple unity'.*'’ When '"tangible" design'*^ is
abandoned for the plurality of transitory sensations, the adjustment
in focus results in the condition of 'relative clarity', and:
The presentment remains indeterminate, and is not meant to 
settle into those lines and planes which have a meaning for 
the tactile s e n s e . 18
The optical and tactile division between the painterly and linear
modes of vision is effected according to the way in which space is
represented within a given painting. Richard Wollheim was referring
to Wolfflin when he explained:
... it now turns out to be characteristic only of works of art 
in one of the two great styles that space is represented by 
suggesting how things would seem to the sense of touch. Thi<= 
is a feature uniquely associated with the linear style: whereas 
inside the painterly style this is rejected and spatial represen­
/tation is secured solely by appeal to the eye and visual 
sensation.19
The reorientation of visual focus and the gathering of impalpable 
spatial sensations, the alternative to the tactile sense, is that of 
the optical, towards which the painterly style is decidedly biased. 
Optical qualities were regarded by Wolfflin as those deceptive 
qualities recorded on the retina which undermine structural, S'-b- 
stantial form. The superficial or casual aspects grasped in this way, 
rather than being seen as a misapprehension of the true state of 
affairs, were considered by Wolfflin to be an alternative inter­
pretation of Nature. This realisation constituted an essential dis­
tinction between the linear and painterly modes of vision.
Without presupposing any particular philosop' * wherry con­
cerning an awareness of space, it is accepted ti re degrees 
of conviction in securing a sensation of space whei . eriencing 
Nature. That is, there are precise and ambiguous sensations of space. 
Similarly, the painting discipline demands the recognition of two dis­
tinct type^ of spatial reading: illusionistic depth and pictorial 
space, or 'space-in-flatness1. The former elicits a tactile, three- 
dimensional response relating to a conditioned spatial understanding 
of the external world, the latter is an optical awareness, after taking 
cognisance of the two-dimensional picture plane.
The pictorial consequences of the optically based painterly mode
of vision are far-reaching, and were indicated by Wolfflin:
Not that artistic form had become confused, for that always 
produces an unplcasing effect, but the explicitness of the 
subject is no longer the sole purpose of the presentment. Com­
position, light, and colour no longer merely serve to define 
form, but have their own life.20
When Wolfflin said that, 'composition, light, and colour' are capable
of transmitting 'their own life', he was suggesting how the qualities
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tation is secured solely by appeal to the eye and visual 
sensation.19
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spatial sensations, the alternative to the '.actile sonse, is that cf 
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When Wolfflin said that, ’composition, light, and colour’ are capable
of transmitting ’their own life’, he was suggesting how the qualities
tation is secured solely by appeal to the eye and visual 
sensation.19
The reorientation of visual focus and the gathering of impalpable 
spatial sensations, the alternative to the tactile sense, is that of 
the optical, towards which the painterly style is decidedly biased. 
Optical qualities were regarded by Wolfflin as 'hose deceptive 
qualities recorded on the retina which undermine structural., sub­
stantial form. The superficial or casual aspects grasped in this way, 
rather than being seen as a misapprehension of the true state of 
affairs, were considered by Wolfflin to be an alternative inter­
pretation of Nature. This realisation constituted an essential dis­
tinction between the linear and painterly modes of vision.
Without presupposing any particular philosophical theory con­
cerning an awareness of space, it is accepted that there are degrees 
of conviction in securing a sensation of space when experiencing 
Nature. That is, there are precise and ambiguous sensations of space. 
Similarly, the painting discipline demands the recognition of two dis­
tinct types of spatial reading: illusionistic depth and pictorial 
space, or 'space-in-flatness'. The former elicits a tactile, three- 
dimensional response relating to a conditioned spatial understanding 
of the external world, the latter is an optical awareness, after taking 
cognisance of the two-dimensional picture plane.
The pictorial consequences of the optically based painterly mode
of vision are far-reaching, and «rere indicated by Wolfflin.
Not that artistic form had become confused, for that always 
produces an unpleasing effect, but the explicitness of the 
subject is no longer the sole purpose of the presentment. Com­
position, light, and colour no longer merely serve to define 
form, but have their own life.20
When Wolfflin said that, 'composition, light, and colour' are capable
of transmitting 'their own life', he was suggesting how the qualities
/of painting could disconnect themselves from serving as representations 
of Nature. Rather than solely aiding in the definition of observed 
appearances, such qualities had the potential to refer only to them­
selves, and to support each other in a vital way. That the painting 
discipline is capable of sustaining autonomous pictorial statements 
was suggested. This implication has been taken as a presupposition by 
Clement Greenberg in his critical examinations of modernist painting.
The optical orientation when viewing visual circumstances, whether 
natural or pictorial, was interpreted by Greenberg in a more rigorous 
way than Wolfflin. For Greenberg, painting oecame identified with its 
two-dimensional support and the internal logic of the painting gained 
precedence over a mode of vision of the external world for the deter­
mining of form. By virtue of its properties of flatness and frontality, 
the format itself, together with appropriate sets of pictorial circum­
stances, was considered by Greenberg capable of paralleling that 
painterly situation when Nature is viewed as a screen of insubstantive 
appearances. Correspondingly, for the conditions cf opticality to be 
met in painting, structural organisation had to be modified and all- 
over visual connections came to the fore.
The emphasis on the optical condition, as opposed to tactile,
plastic appearances, arose as a matter of course out of the painterly
21
attitude. Jose' Ortega y Gasset* in his 1924 essay, 'On the Artist's
Viewpoint' recalled Wolfflin waen he stated: 'Sensations are no
longer in any sense things Hut are subjective states through which and
227 means of which things appear to us'. In his 1943 essay, 'Intro­
duction to Velazquez', Ortega y Gasset made the following statement, 
in which Wolfflin's precedent, and what were to become Greenberg's 
preoccupations with modernist abstraction, are evident:
6
In every picture there is in fact a struggle between the 
'artistic' forms and the 'natural' forms of the objects. One 
can almost speak of a general law in the evolution of every 
great artistic cycle, according to which, after a first stage 
in which this struggle is indecisive, the constructive forms 
begin to predominate over the forms of the object. The object 
is, in the. last instance, respected, but its 'natural' forms are 
obliged to serve for the realization of 'artistic' f o r m s . 23
Bearing in mind the critical dilemma as to whether Impressionism 
in general constitutes the last vestige of naturalism or the beginnings 
of the abstractionist mode, the following observation on Impressionism 
made by Greenberg, is notable with regard to Ortega y Gasset's ob­
servations concerning transitional, developmental circumstances:
... exclusively two-dimensional, optical and altogether untactile 
definitions of experience conformed alike uo the essence of 
visualized nature and to the essence of art. In this "purity" of 
the optical, all conflicts between nature and art, it was ex­
pected, could be resolved . 2
Wolfflin appreciated that the all-over, optical tendency was 
particularly prone to a patterned, and repetitive, distribution of 
pictorial elements across the picture surface and that such a deco­
rative approach could become detrimental to the painting discipline.
He noted that when the interests of painting moved farther away from 
a composite rendering of observed appearances, towards the optical 
condition itself, then, 'the objection will certainly be made that it
is no longer a matter of seeing, but only of a certain decorative 
25
arrangement .
Greenberg countered Wolfflin's anticipation of the painterly
attitude's degeneration into decorative tendencies by directing critical
attention to how the painterly conception of space could be effected,
and made vital, in modernist painting. Greenberg stated:
Space, as an uninterrupted continuum that connects instead of 
separating things, is something far more intelligible to sight 
than to touch (whence another reason for the exclusive emphasis 
on the visual). But space as that which joins instead of 
separating also means space as a total object, and it is this
8total object that th> aostract painting, with its more or less 
impermeable surface, " p o - t r a y s . "26
Wolfflin had qualified decorative tendencies in painting when he 
said, 'but the effect which is sought by means of choice and arrange-
27
ment is not incompatible with what the eye can draw from mere reality'.
However, Greenberg illustrated both Wolfflin's fundamental pessimism,
and his own optimism concerning painterly principles of unity when he
gave the following example:
Decoration can break the plane with abrupt contrasts of light 
and dark and then restore it simply by repeating these contrasts 
at regular enough intervals. This used to be the antithesis of 
the pictorial; now it's part and parcel of i t . - 8
Greenberg has continued to concentrate on painterly principles of
unity, thus distilling the decorative consequence, in his pursuit of
the optimum spatial condition for abstractionist painting:
Pictorial space joins and contains and by containing makes 
everything it shows dis-contain itself and surrender itself to 
a unity, which in turn contains itself.29
Such critical m a c h i n e r y  is totally dependent on the priority of
the fixed spatial location, the integrity, of the picture plane.
The idea of the optical has been taken, by way of Wolfflin, as 
the encompassing premise from which formalism, as an aesthetic doctrine 
pertaining to the two-dimensional painting discipline, developed. A 
standard for formalist critiques was thus established.
Wolfflin had initiated, early in the twentieth century, the term 
'painterly' as an indicator of a broad system of creative expression.
The pictorial appearances provoked by the painterly creative attitude, 
as evidenced in the Baroque, were considered according to pictorial 
principles, and described in terms of categorial style referents. 
Greenberg, somewhat later, adopted Wolfflin's term 'painterly' and 
proceeded to apply th<* term to suit, with seeming aptness, certain
ypictorial appearances as evidenced in Abstract Expressionism. That
a particular creative urge underlies che painterly appearances of
Abstract Expressionism, to return painting to an instinctive threshold,
was not a factor in Greenberg's evaluation. The outward appearances
of an Abstract Expressionist painting were thus considered by
31
Greenberg to be of the categorial painterly type.
Wolfflin's terminological apparatus, by means of which a metho­
dology for pictorial analysis was structured, is taken as the decisive 
point of contact between Wolfflin and Creenberg. Greenberg laid 
particular emphasis on the linear/painterly proposition, the pivot of 
Wolfflin's entire analytical system.
When Greenberg concerned himself with artists directly involved 
with Abstract Expressionism, artists reactiorary to this phase, or 
with artists merely cognate to it, Wolfflin's critical requisites 
appeared in his writings. A spate of didactic articles was written 
in the 1960s, the chronology of which is significant to the develop­
ment of his critical constructs: 'After Abstract Expressionism1,
(1962 and revised in 1969), 'The "Crisis” of Abstract Art' (1964) and
'Post Painterly Abstraction' (1964). Wolfflin was deliberately credited
. 32
in these articles, and his terms used verbatim.
Just cs it is not within the scope of this dissertation to discuss 
in detail either the merits or defects of Wolfflin's system, similarly, 
it is not appropriate here to expand fully on either the extent, or the 
viability, for contemporary modernist painting of Greenberg's borrowings 
from Wolfflin. Greenberg himself is not se^ to be wholly original in 
view of his attachment, in the first instance, to Wolfflin's formal 
analytical system, and is considered extremist in his subsequent adapt­
ations of Wolfflin's findings.
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ations of Wolfflin's findings.
9
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i I< i iv r i v  devices from Wolfflin in order to
sh.-u>' .1 d i ::t i.■ ti". , ‘iti i foruiri.’ i t , t iticaJ meaning for directions in
A m e n  .al'.-t. r.i -t.ion i t painting of the recent past. This means that,
in formalist tnnus, the illusory space of a nominally abstract painting
is made to coincide with a 'purely optical experience as against optical
33
t'xperienr.i modified or revised by tactile associations'. Wolfflin, 
on the other hand, had complied with a more fundamental procedure, that 
o: analysing the intrinsic structure of pictorial forms and the organi­
sational principles evident in the arrangement of outward pictorial 
ippearanc< . -neb i procedure constitutes formal analysis. S w n i f i c -  
antly, tormaiisL critical concerns are distinct from formal analytical 
concern s , nesn1i fh( fact that the former partakes of the fundamentals 
ct the a t i m p o r t u n a t e l y ,  these two approaches towards pictorial 
compreim • frequently considered synonymous, and are unremit­
ting: ■,r 1 a-n "t ->nr ■ literature pertaining to modernist painting.
I.r. view >t hei >vr pi o' tices as a painter, the candidate is dis­
tanced n o n  the iemancti- uadf the painting discipline arising from 
th< conceptual refinemi reenberg' I formalist critical schema.
Howev'ei., she may ippj.v jarr.i.i.ular aspects of formal analysis when
viewing hei painting* n retrospect.
ureenbe. g if.i U s e d  W o l M i  in' :t itical apparatus in his essay
'Art.* ? Abs» r a d  Expressioni.sm' , in which he stated:
Lf the iabel "Abstract expressionism" means anything, it means 
painterJiness: loose, rapid handling, or the look of it; 
masses that blotted and fused instead of shapes that stayed 
distinct, arge and conspicuous rhythms; broken colour; un­
even saturations or densiti.es of paint, exhibited brush, knife, 
or finger marks in short, a constellation of qualities like 
those defined by Wolfflin when hr extracted his notion of the 
Malerisrhc from Baroque a r t .
Import '' , ' uididate is in full agreement with Greenberg when he
.ti l w  i i >; nr ion oi pic torial structuring within the abstraction­
10
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